Curriculum Standards
Because each state has its own social studies curriculum standards, the National Council for the Social Studies' 1994 publication, Expectation of Excellence: Curriculum Standards for Social Studies, was used as a guideline for this lesson plan. In accordance with this set of standards, the lesson focuses on themes of Time, Continuity, and Change. At this level, students engage in "more sophisticated analysis and reconstruction of the past, examining its relationship to the present and extrapolating into the future." Through the study of both primary and secondary resources, students integrate individual stories about people, events, and situations to form a more holistic conception, in which continuity and change are linked in time and across cultures. These skill objectives, or variations of them, are also found in several states' curriculum standards for high school students. The ability to use technology for research is also a skill required of many states' high school students.
Performance Objectives
By completing the lesson, students will be better able to:
• Identify, seek out and evaluate multiple perspectives of past events.
• Obtain historical data from alternative sources of historical documentation.
• Question issues of voice when evaluating historical sources.
Materials
• Computer Lab with at least eight computers equipped with high-speed internet.
• Image of a winter count, either for overhead projection or general distribution. 4. Introduce the winter counts. Show images of the winter counts, preferably a variety of them so that students can compare and contrast each winter count keeper's style and medium (students should not think that winter counts were only produced on buffalo skin or hide).
5. Explain how the Lakota used winter counts as mnemonic devices (memory aids) to recall their community's history. a. Each pictograph represents a memorable event occurring during each year of the community's past. b. One person, the keeper, was responsible for not only maintaining the winter count, but also for remembering the entire history recorded within it.
c. The oral history tradition survived the U.S. government's campaign to outlaw the expression of both American Indian culture and language.
d. Winter counts are among the few primary sources that remain that document American Indian history during the nineteenth century from a non-White perspective.
6. Next class (in the Computer Lab). Describe to the students how the winter counts are accessible through the searchable database on the Lakota Winter Count online exhibit (http://wintercounts.si.edu). As practice, ask them to zoom in, zoom out and rotate the pictures of the whole winter count; view individual entries; scroll across the database; access collector's notes for individual counts; and "collect" entries.
7. Inform the students that they will be doing historical investigation using their assigned winter count, in order to discover ideas about how the people represented in their count lived and what happened to them during the nineteenth century.
8. Instruct students to answer the following research questions using their assigned winter count as a reference and citing individual entries as evidence. Students may not be able to find evidence to complete some questions, but they should do their best to extrapolate as much information as they can. In this case, it is best for them to "make an educated guess" rather than to leave a section blank. However, students should be instructed that if they are unsure of an answer, they should make note of it (as any good scholar should). Students should work together but be asked to record their own answers.
